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Since the great codification of the Chinese writing system at the end of the first cen-

tury c.E. in Xu Shen's Shud wenjiezi 'Explanation of simple and compound graphs',

the number of sinograms ('characters'; hdnzi, Jpn. kanji, Kor. hanja) has continued

to grow steadily. Xu's dictionary included a total of 9,353 characters. In succeeding

centuries, lexicographic works contained the following numbers of characters:

11,520 (compiled during the period 227-239); 12,824 (in 400); 13,734 (in 500);

22,726 (in 534); 26,911 (in 753); 31,319 (in 1066); 33,179 (in 1615); 47,043 (in

17 16). The most recent dictionary of single graphs published in China, Hdnyuda zi-

didn (1986-90) lists about 60,000.

So long as the script is actively used, the number of sinograms will continue to

grow because, unlike a phonetic script, the traditional Chinese writing system is

open-ended. This is due to the fact that, as in any language, words are constantly be-

ing added to the lexicon. Since the representation of these words is fundamentally

logographic—or, more precisely, morphosyllabic—new sinograms must be invented

when new morphemes arise in the Chinese languages or enter through borrowings.

Although the characters are made up of recurring components, their shapes and

proportions change in combination; hence each character is a distinct entity and must

be stored as a separate unit in memories or fonts. But of course the number of char-

acters in daily use is at least a factor of ten smaller than the total number in existence.

Massive statistical studies of a wide variety of reading material in China during

the last two decades have repeatedly demonstrated that 1,000 sinograms cover ap-

proximately 90% of all occurrences in typical texts, 2,400 sinograms cover 99%,

3,800 cover 99.9%, 5,200 cover 99.99%, and 6,600 cover 99.999%. The percentages

are intriguingly similar for earlier periods of Chinese history when only Classical

Chinese texts were normally composed and written (written Vernacular Chinese, a

relatively late phenomenon, had not yet come into existence; see Mair 1994). It would

appear that there is a natural upper limit to the number of unique forms that can be

tolerated in a functioning script. For most individuals, this amount seems to lie in the

range of approximately 2,000-2,500. Still, the command of 2,400 diverse signs—the

number considered by educators as essential for basic reading and writing skills—is

a formidable task.

The vast majority of the graphs found in the largest Chinese character dictionar-

ies are extremely rare. Many are so obscure that neither the sound nor the meaning is
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known, only the shape; others may only have been used once or twice in all of history.

Unfortunately, they cannot be completely ignored by font-makers, lexicographers,

and classicists.

Many scholars, especially Unguists and Sinologists, now agree that the Chinese

script may be described as an enormously large but phonetically imprecise syllabary,

with strong visual and semantic quaUties (DeFrancis 1984, 1989). A few philosophers

still insist that the Chinese writing system is pictographic and "ideographic" (Hansen

1993). but their views have been effectively countered by empirical and historical ev-

idence (linger 1990, 1993). Nonetheless, it must be admitted that Chinese characters

function differently from a purely phonetic script in that they have a powerful ability

to carry semantic weight in and of themselves—i.e., without entering into combina-

tions, as is necessary for the elements of phonetic scripts to convey meaning. This can

be seen in the semantic dissonance that occurs when they are used for transcriptional

purposes. Thus, because of semantic interference, readers frequently misinterpret

such expressions as ^ilftjSffi'R n Tend Gudngbo Didntdi as 'Special Acceptance

Broadcasting Station' instead of as Turner Broadcasting Station'.

All Chinese characters, whether they have one stroke or sixty-four strokes, are

designed to fit into the same square frame; hence they are sometimes called

fdngkudizi 'tetragrams' by the Chinese. (Chinese characters were not always written

as single syllabic units occupying a square; but for over two thousand years there has

been a fixed convention of writing each character, no matter how complex, in the

same size square.) In premodem times, all genres of texts, including poetry, were cus-

tomarily written from top to bottom, right to left, in long strips of unbroken, equidis-

tantly spaced characters, with no indication of word breaks or punctuation.

Punctuation became common in the twentieth century, although it remains unstand-

ardized and not fully utilized. Except for a few unpublicized experiments, no attempt

has been made to group syllables into words. There are still no established conven-

tions for such things as emphasis and distinguishing proper names, although various

devices (such as types of underlining or sidelining) have been invented. The direction

of writing has largely shifted so that most Chinese books and journals now read hor-

izontally from left to right, by way of accommodation to international usage.

Examination and analysis of the 8,075 sinograms in the extremely popular

Xinhua zididn 'New China character dictionary' reveal that 1,348 (17% of the total)

may function independently or as semantic or phonetic components of other charac-

ters, but 6,542 (8 1 %) are made up of a phonetic component plus a semantic "radical,"

of which there are approximately 200 (the number varies with different dictionaries).

Only 185 (2%) do not function as components in other graphs and are not composed

of such components (Zhou 1992: 179).

It must be pointed out that neither the semantic nor the phonetic components of

the sinograms provide an exact indication of meaning or sound, but only give a vague

approximation. Thus, ^ We 'sprain [ankle]' is a combination of the radical JS zu

'foot' with the phonetic Jft bi 'shabby'—which, in combination with other semantic
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elements, gives the pronunciations bie, bie, pie, pie. Readers must guess or memorize

the appropriate sound of the phonetic for each character in which it occurs; they must

also associate the graph with a word that they already know. Only then can they arrive

at the meaning of the sinogram in question. In many cases, phonetic components have

much wider latitude than in bie 'sprain'; some have as many as a dozen or more dif-

ferent pronunciations depending on the characters in which they are found. Often a

large number of pronunciations exist for the same sinogram, e.g., 5S has the following

possibilities in MSM: wei, kdi, ndi, wei, yi,ji, kdi, di, m<9, gdi. In such cases, the vari-

ant pronunciations may indicate multiple meanings of the graph. Conversely, hun-

dreds of different characters may be used to represent the same sound, though with

different meanings. For example, yi is the MSM pronunciation of -^ or S 'one', ^
'clothing', fi< 'depend on', He 'iridium', f^ 'he/she' (used regionally), also a sur-

name, l# partof a word meaning 'squeak' or 'babble', B 'physician', R 'tantamount

to', J§ 'to bow with hands clasped in front', © 'alas' (interjection), ^ or 31 'ripple',

If name of a district, and so on. In earlier times, many of these sinograms would have

had distinctive pronunciations, but through a long and complicated process of pho-

netic reduction, they have collapsed into a single sound.

Relationship to the Chinese languages

One of the most difficult problems in dealing with Chinese characters (zi) is that they

are frequently confused with words (ci), the assumption being that Sinitic languages

are exclusively monosyllabic (allegedly, one graph = one syllable = one word). On
the contrary, even in the artificial classical or literary written language (passages are

not intelligible when read aloud unless previously memorized), there were many

polysyllabic words. The Lidnmidn and Citong dictionaries compiled in the twentieth

century list thousands of examples drawn from ancient texts, such as hudie 'butterfly',

zhizhu 'spider', shdnhu 'coral', weiyi 'self-possessed, nonchalant', and weichi 'sinu-

ous, winding' . The latter two words can both be written with many different combi-

nations of characters; this demonstrates the primacy of sound over symbol, and of

word over graph, even in Chinese where the characters are so powerful.

In modem Mandarin, the average length of a word has been shown to be almost

exactly two syllables. Typical words art feiji 'airplane', ddziji 'typewriter', 7m^77

'economies', ydaydng 'to swim', cuifei 'to fatten',feicui 'jadeite, halcyon', and tuifei

'decadent'. The non-monosyllabic nature of Sinitic languages is even reflected in

some deviant features of the script itself, where unofficial but widely used characters

such as ^ tushugudn 'library', ^ qidnwd 'kilowatt', and It] wenti 'question' show

that speakers clearly recognize these words as polysyllabic, in spite of the strongly

monosyllabic features of the script.

The script is well suited for writing Classical Chinese, but it is poorly equipped

to record the vernaculars and the regional variants (fdngydn). This defect was already

evident toward the end of the second century c.e., when the first attempts were made
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TABLE 15. 1 : Phonological Variation through Time
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Around the end of the Ming dynasty (first half of the i6th century), with the ar-

rival of the Jesuits in China, many progressive ideas became current, including the

concept of romanization. The first schemes were created by Matteo Ricci (1605) and

Nicolas Trigault (1625). During the ensuing centuries, the notion of phonetic scripts

for Sinitic languages matured, especially with their widespread adoption by Christian

missionaries for the previously unwritten regional varieties. Around the end of the

nineteenth century, there was a great wave of protest against the moribund policies of

the Manchu government in the face of foreign encroachment, and a vigorous push for

reform in all areas of intellectual, poHtical, and social life took place; many proposals

for phonetic scripts were then put forward by Chinese patriots as means for the sal-

vation of their country (to make China "wealthy and strong," as they put it). The first

such proposal was advanced in 1892 by Lu Zhuangzhang (1854-1928). Lu's alphabet

was keyed to the language of his native Amoy, but he declared that it could be applied

to Mandarin and all the other varieties.

The fall of the Manchu government, and with it the dynastic structures that had

lasted for more than two thousand years, came quickly (191 1). Soon thereafter, the

new Republican government replaced Classical Chinese with Mandarin as the official

written language of the state, thus setting the stage for further linguistic reforms.

One of the most influential script reforms was the creation of a National Phonetic

Alphabet (Gudyin Zimu, also called Bopomofo; table 15.3) under the Repubhc of

China in 19 13. This has been very useful in the movement to extend the use of Man-

darin nationwide; many books, newspapers, and journals published in Taiwan still

employ it in a Japanese furigana-like fashion, as a sound-annotating device for the

characters.

With the founding of the People's Republic of China in 1949, script reform in the

1950s and thereafter basically took a two-pronged approach: simplification of the

characters, and application of romanization to more and more spheres of activity.

Simpler variants of the characters had been used among the populace for many cen-

turies as a way to cope with their time-consuming script. Thus they used S for ^ bdo

'precious', JH for M ni 'consider', ^ for ft ti 'body', and so on. The Communists

made simplification a matter of state policy and promoted it energetically, with the

result that thousands of characters and their components took on a wholly new look.

Since most of the Chinese outside of the mainland still use the complicated forms of

the characters, the script has assumed a very different appearance (see "Comparison

of Sinitic Characters" on page 252). It has now become a task for the people of China

to read and write the unfamiliar complicated forms of the characters. In contrast, it is

hard for the people of Taiwan to read and write the alien simplified script of China.

The commonest romanization used for Mandarin in the West (and to some extent

in China) was for many years the Wade-Giles system. However, the official PRC ro-

manization known Sispinym has made great strides in specific applications during re-

cent decades. It is now used for Chinese Braille, telegraphy, shipboard semaphore,

road signs, brand names, computer input, elementary education, and a host of other
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Sample of Chinese

/. Sinograms:

2. Pinyin:

3. Transcription:

4. Gloss:

chang

tg'dr)

PAST

nian

nien

think

^ H :^ *
Zhongguo wen zi,

&zpr] guo won dzi

/.

2.

4-

bei,

bei

prepare

yi zui fan

dzuei fan

China

nan.

nan

scnpt

also most manifold difficult

2. ri

3>
4. day

/. I« ^

2. dii

3' dii

du5.

du5

many

zi diSn

dzi dien

dictionary

m
su5

su5

REL

shou,

§ou

receive

Cang

ts'ar)

Cang

ram
SI wan

Si wan

40,000

Shi

scribe

zui

dzuei

most

yi

since

wei

wei

be'^

m^i

m6i

beautiful

Jiang, zi

d^aq dzi

yu

jy

surplus

zi.

dzi

graph

ru

multiply

± A
shi ren

gj jsn

scholar

shu,

?u

bi

bi

sheng

4. study lifelong

bu

bu

not

neng

nog

can

Jin

d^in

complete

shi.

recognize

'I have thought that, while Chinese characters are the most beautiful and

complete, they are also the most complicated and difficult. Since the time of

Cang Jie [the mythical inventor of Chinese characters], they have grown and
multiplied day by day. Those which are gathered in dictionaries are more than

40,000. Scholars who read books for their whole lives cannot recognize all of

them.

'

-Preface to Cai Xiyong 1896, cited in Ni Hdishu 1959: 34.

Cai Xlydng (i 847-1 897) was a scholar, diplomat, educator, and reformer in the late Qing dynasty.
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Comparative Table

of Sinitic Characters

The following list is intended to give a sampling of Chinese characters that have

more thian one form in current use: Traditional (used in Taiwan, Hong Kong, Sin-

gapore, and other overseas Chinese communities). Simplified (used in the People's

Republiic of China), and Japanese. In addition, the list illustrates the differences in

pronunciation that are found as one goes from Mandarin Chinese (in pinyin roman-

ization) to Japanese on and kun readings (in the Hepburn romanization) and to Korean

(Yale system). Items are arranged alphabetically by the pinyin forms. Data were pro-

vided by Victor H. Mair, Janet S. (Shibamoto) Smith, and Ross King.
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